Have a safe and thoughtful Memorial Day

Treating trauma through Shakespeare and Science.

Today we SALUTE the fallen.
As a military Veteran who continues to serve my brothers and sisters-in-arms, it is personal when I ask that we all acknowledge those who gave all.

Today, Memorial Day, is the height of honoring the fallen. For me “the fallen” includes all who’ve died during or after service. Whether they died of wounds in combat, or from invisible wounds after combat or in preparing for combat, I SALUTE all of my brothers and sisters who are no longer with us.

On behalf of the DE-CRUIT family, I ask that you please take a moment to reflect on those who’ve sacrificed their lives in our name.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Stephan Wolfert
U.S. Army Veteran
Founder of DE-CRUIT: Treating Trauma Through Shakespeare and Science.